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To the Reader

TERRA provides a collaborative approach to pavement and 
road engineering research

Transportation research is key to providing 
the safe, efficient, and economical move-
ment of people and goods worldwide. As 
transportation systems grow in complex-
ity, and public demands for high levels of 
service increase, the public and the private 
sectors rely on innovative research to meet 
the changing transportation needs. At the 
same time, the transportation infrastructure 
is in transition, with increased demands for 
new materials and designs, construction 
and maintenance methods, financing, and 
institutional arrangements, which all call for 
research, testing, and innovation.

Organizations that seek to foster innova-
tive research must address the needs of di-
verse stakeholders—including government 
agencies, private industries, and academic 

institutions. The Transportation Engineering and Road Research 
Alliance (TERRA) seeks to meet this challenge by encouraging 
collaboration among local, national, and international stake-
holders, with a special focus on taking advantage of the unique 
MnROAD research and testing facility.

TERRA’s collaborative approach to pavement and road engi-
neering research already has begun to yield innovative solutions 
to our common transportation problems. As the reconstruction 
of the MnROAD facility ushers in new research capabilities, 
TERRA continues to engage new partners in the development 
of a research agenda that benefits the critical transportation 
infrastructure.

This report summarizes the highlights of TERRA efforts and 
activities during the past year.

—Fred Corrigan and Julie Skallman
TERRA Co-Chairs

Fred Corrigan

Julie Skallman
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About TERRA

The Transportation Engineering and Road Research Alliance, or TERRA, is 
a research governance structure formed in 2004 to foster a comprehensive 
road research program. TERRA brings together government, industry, and 

academia in a dynamic partnership to advance innovations in road engineering 
and construction. TERRA’s partnering efforts reach beyond Minnesota to include 
transportation organizations in other states and in Europe.

Mission 

TERRA’s mission is to develop, sustain, and communicate a comprehensive pro-
gram of research on pavement, materials, and related transportation engineering 
challenges, including issues related to cold climates. 

Strategic Directions

TERRA members have defined three strategic directions in a five-year plan, from 
2005 through 2009: 

•  Expand productive partnerships by attracting funding and leveraging the 
unique research capabilities of the Minnesota Road Research Project 
(MnROAD) test facility. TERRA is open to partnerships to carry out research 
under the federal SHRP II program as well as other research initiatives.

•  Support effective research in transportation engineering and road construction 
by developing short-term and long-term research plans, providing direction 
on improving the MnROAD facility, and fostering research partnerships that 
produce innovative results.

•  Communicate about research activities by providing up-to-date information 
about ongoing research, and marketing research results to a variety of audi-
ences worldwide. TERRA works to engage stakeholders in a dialogue on road 
research and implementation activities, and actively solicits input on future 
research needs. 
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TERRA welcomed three new member organizations during the past year: Caterpillar 
Global Paving, the Michigan Department of Transportation, and SemMaterials. The 
TERRA Board includes representatives of pavement industry associations, transporta-
tion agencies, and university research organizations who collaborate to set directions for 
TERRA’s research and outreach activities. Organizations currently represented on the 
board are:

Industry Associations
Aggregate & Ready Mix Association of Minnesota
American Concrete Pavement Association
Associated General Contractors of Minnesota
Caterpillar Global Paving
Concrete Paving Association of Minnesota
Minnesota Asphalt Pavement Association
RMC Research and Education Foundation
SemMaterials

National Transportation Agencies
Norwegian Public Roads Administration
U.S. Federal Highway Administration

State and Local Transportation Agencies
Michigan Department of Transportation
Minnesota Department of Transportation
Minnesota Local Road Research Board

University Research Organizations
Iowa State University
 •  Center for Transportation Research and Education
University of Minnesota
 •  Center for Transportation Studies
 •  Department of Civil Engineering

TERRA Members
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Board member representatives
Fred Corrigan  
(Co-chair), Executive 
Director, Aggregate and 
Ready Mix Association of 
Minnesota

Julie Skallman  
(Co-chair), Division Director, 
State Aid Division, Mn/DOT

Richard (Rick) Arnebeck 
Division Director, Engineering 
Services, Mn/DOT 

Tom Cackler 
Associate Director for 
Construction Research and 
Advanced Technology, Center 
for Transportation Research and 
Education, Iowa State University

André Clover 
Administrative 
Engineer, Bureau of 
Highway Operations, 
Michigan Department of 
Transportation 

Julie Garbini 
Executive Director,  
RMC Research and 
Education Foundation

Robert Johns 
Director, Center for 
Transportation Studies, 
University of Minnesota

Mark Maloney 
Director of Public Works, 
City of Shoreview, 
Minnesota

Abby McKenzie 
Director, Office of Investment 
Management, Mn/DOT

Leif Baklokk 
Head, Pavement 
Technology Group, 
Norwegian Public Roads 
Administration

John Gulliver 
Professor and Department Head, 
Department of Civil Engineering, 
University of Minnesota

John Bukowski 
Senior Pavement 
Engineer, Federal Highway 
Administration

TERRA Board member representatives who completed their service in FY07:
Richard Stehr (Chair), Retired Division Director, Engineering Services Division, Mn/DOT
Lowell Greimann, Former Interim Director, Center for Transportation Research and Education, Iowa State University

Karl Melby 
Director and Professor, 
Norwegian Public Roads 
Administration

Mike Sheehan 
County Highway Engineer,  
Olmsted County, Minnesota

Dan Wegman 
Technical Marketing, 
SemMaterials

Matt Zeller 
Executive Director, Concrete 
Paving Association of 
Minnesota

Tim Worke 
Director, Transportation 
and Highway Division, 
Associated General 
Contractors of Minnesota

Rich Wolters 
Executive Director, 
Minnesota Asphalt 
Pavement Association

Gerald Voigt 
President and CEO, 
American Concrete 
Pavement Association

Tom Sorel 
Division Administrator, 
Federal Highway 
Administration

Keith Shannon 
Director, Office of Materials, 
Mn/DOT

Not Pictured:

Calvin Roberts 
Engineer of Research and National 
Best Practices, Michigan Department of 
Transportation

Shashi Nambisan 
Director, Center for 
Transportation Research 
and Education, Iowa State 
University  

Dean Potts 
Engineering Manager,  
Caterpillar Global Paving
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Coordinating Committee
Rick Arnebeck, Minnesota Department of Transportation
Fred Corrigan, Aggregate and Ready Mix Association
Stephanie Jackson, Center for Transportation Studies, UMN*
Maureen Jensen, Minnesota Department of Transportation*
Robert Johns, Center for Transportation Studies, UMN

Laurie McGinnis, Center for Transportation Studies, UMN*
Keith Shannon, Minnesota Department of Transportation
Julie Skallman, Minnesota Department of Transportation
Tom Sorel, Federal Highway Administration
Jean Wallace, Federal Highway Administration

Marketing and Communications Committee
Tom Sorel, Chair, Federal Highway Administration
Rick Arnebeck, Minnesota Department of Transportation
Fred Corrigan, Aggregate and Ready Mix Association 
Stephanie Jackson, Center for Transportation Studies, UMN*
Robert Johns, Center for Transportation Studies, UMN

Julie Garbini, RMC Research and Education Foundation
Laurie McGinnis, Center for Transportation Studies, UMN*
Keith Shannon, Minnesota Department of Transportation
Julie Skallman, Minnesota Department of Transportation
Gary Thompson, Minnesota Department of Transportation

Research Committee
Keith Shannon, Chair, Minnesota Department of Transportation 
Leif Baklokk, Norwegian Public Roads Administration
John Bukowski, Federal Highway Administration 
Tom Cackler, Center for Transportation Research and Education, ISU
Andre Clover, Michigan Department of Transportation
Fred Corrigan, Aggregate and Ready Mix Association
Mike Darter, Pavement Research Institute, UMN
Kevin Howieson, Minnesota Department of Transportation
Maureen Jensen, Minnesota Department of Transportation*
Robert Johns, Center for Transportation Studies, UMN
Sue Lodahl, Minnesota Department of Transportation

Member and Partner Engagement Committee
Robert Johns, Co-Chair, Center for Transportation Studies, UMN 
Mike Sheehan, Co-Chair, Olmsted County
Andre Clover, Michigan Department of Transportation
Stephanie Jackson, Center for Transportation Studies, UMN*
Maureen Jensen, Minnesota Department of Transportation* 
Laurie McGinnis, Center for Transportation Studies, UMN*

Shashi Nambisan, Center for Transportation Research and 
Education, ISU

Gerry Voigt, American Concrete Pavement Association
Jean Wallace, Federal Highway Administration
Dan Wegman, SemMaterials

* denotes TERRA staff member

TERRA’s board accomplishes its mission through the 
use of functional committees. The successes of the 
research, engagement, and communications efforts 
described in this report are largely due to the commit-
ted service of these individuals.

Three of TERRA’s committees have been struc-
tured around TERRA’s strategic directions. The 
Member and Partner Engagement Committee 
focuses on activities related to expanding productive 
research partnerships. The Research Committee 

focuses on activities related to providing effec-
tive transportation engineering and road research. 
(Research subcommittees: the Flexible Group, the 
Rigid Group, and the Construction Group.) The 
Marketing and Communications Committee fo-
cuses on activities related to communicating trans-
portation engineering and road research activities, 
benefits, and results. A fourth TERRA committee, the 
Coordinating Committee, provides leadership and 
strategic guidance of board activities.

Committees

Kevin MacDonald, Cemstone
Mark Maloney, City of Shoreview
Derrell Pettis, LeSueur County
Calvin Roberts, Michigan Department of Transportation
Gary Thompson, Minnesota Department of Transportation
Jean Wallace, Federal Highway Administration 
Dan Wegman, SemMaterials
Rich Wolters, Minnesota Asphalt Paving Association
Ben Worel, Minnesota Department of Transportation
Tim Worke, Association of General Contractors
Matt Zeller, Concrete Paving Association of Minnesota
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TERRA is building on the successful track 
record of the Minnesota Road Research 
Project (MnROAD), a pavement re-
search facility operated by the Minnesota 
Department of Transportation (Mn/DOT) 
since 1994. MnROAD is one of only a 
handful of facilities nationwide that give 
scientists and engineers the ability to carry 
out long-term research on materials and 
on construction techniques in real-world 
conditions, including many related to 
Minnesota’s climate.

MnROAD has hosted many experiments 
on a range of topics, providing insight into 
the performance of traditional and in-
novative road construction. The return on 
investment has been solid—the estimated statewide 
savings on materials and maintenance costs easily 
outweigh the cost of constructing and operating the 
facility. 

MnROAD has two road segments—a 3.5-mile 
interstate roadway carrying “live” traffic, and a two-
lane, 2.5-mile closed-loop low-volume roadway—
that comprise 51 instrumented concrete and asphalt 
pavement test sections representing a broad range of 
materials and designs. Data collection at MnROAD 
has been accomplished with a variety of electronic 
data collection and storage systems, gathering data 
from the different types of sensors located in the 
pavement surface and sublayers. The MnROAD data-
base stores sensor data, deflection testing, lab testing, 
and performance data for researchers throughout the 
world.

The creation of TERRA in 2004 coincided with the 
beginning of MnROAD’s second phase of operations 
and the substantial reconstruction and augmenta-
tion of the facility’s extensive sensor network. The 
work is necessary to maintain and enhance existing 
research capabilities as well as to accommodate new 
research. 

Coordinating reconstruction of the MnROAD facil-
ity to suit planned and potential research projects and 
project partners has been a complex process. TERRA 
has provided the leadership necessary to identify 
projects, develop partnerships, and find resources to 
move the reconstruction process ahead. This is the 
beginning of a new model of transportation research 
that focuses on forming effective public–private 
partnerships and on enabling collaboration among 
transportation agencies.

Collaboration is key to TERRA road research

MnROAD is but one facet of pavement research in Minnesota. 
The success of MnROAD is due in large part to collaboration 
with other pavement research facilities, such as Minnesota 
DOT’s Materials Laboratory and the Accelerated Pavement 
Testing facility operated by the University of Minnesota’s civil 
engineering department. These facilities offer additional physi-
cal capabilities and have served as reservoirs of expertise in 
the development of TERRA’s research program.

Facilities

MnROAD
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TERRA’s research program is built on the principle of collabora-
tion to meet research needs, and focuses on transforming the 
MnROAD facility from a Minnesota resource to a regional, na-

tional, and international research center. Research projects and initia-
tives launched by TERRA involve collaborations among agency, indus-
try, and academic partners, including a series of pooled-fund projects 
initiated through the Federal Highway Administration’s Transportation 
Pooled Fund Program.

TERRA has proposed 13 pooled-fund projects us-
ing the MnROAD facility, involving approximately 
$3.8 million, 15 states, the federal government, the 
Minnesota Local Road Research Board (LRRB), and 
private industry. Projects range from such topics as 
low-temperature cracking to recycled unbound mate-
rials and composite pavements.

To date, of the 13 proposed pooled-fund projects, 
seven have been fully funded and are part of the 
construction planned at MnROAD in 2007 and 2008. 
Minnesota is moving forward as sole sponsor for 

three other projects, and three proposed projects were 
dropped or incorporated into the other projects.

In 2007, construction began for two pooled-fund 
research projects. Two new test cells are being 
built to test effects produced by agricultural equip-
ment (Effects of Implements of Husbandry “Farm 
Equipment” on Pavement Performance), and exist-
ing concrete cells will be diamond ground using 
several configurations for the surface character-
istics (Portland Cement Concrete [PCC] Surface 
Characteristics–Rehabilitation).

TERRA Research

TERRA pooled-fund research funding

Strategic Direction: Provide Effective Transportation Engineering and Road Research

MnROAD Phase II projects 

•  PCC Surface 
Characteristics–Rehabilitation*

•  Implements of Husbandry*
•  High-Carbon Fly Ash Full-Depth 

Reclamation
•  Acid Modification Hot-Mix Asphalt 

(HMA)
•  Intelligent Compaction
•  Large Stone Base HMA
•  Overlay Unbonded PCC
•  Reflective Cracking HMA

•  Thin Design PCC
•  60-Year PCC
•  PCC Characteristics–Construction
•  Recycled HMA Pavements
•  Composite Pavements*
•  HMA Surface Characteristics
•  Low-Temperature Cracking (II)*
•  Preventative Maintenance HMA*
•  Recycled Unbound Materials HMA*
•  Whitetopping Design*
•  Overlay Porous PCC

* denotes multi-agency pooled-fund project

•  Pervious HMA
•  Pervious PCC
•  Personal Protective 

Equipment (PPE) Culverts
•  Taconite
•  Tie-Bar Design PCC
•  Trapezoidal PCC
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Adoption of new products in pavements
Throughout its decade of operation, MnROAD has become 
a major resource in the pavement community for test track 
expertise, pavement data, and pavement research.

Of the many new products tested or developed at MnROAD, 
three stand out, especially for their influence far beyond 
MnROAD: the dynamic cone penetrometer, used to estimate 
the strength of subgrades; ground penetrating radar, used in 
pavements to assess, among other things, layer thicknesses 
and subsurface conditions; and continuous compaction control, 
which involves continuously measuring soil compaction and 
adjusting the needed force to compact the soil.

Low-temperature cracking performance
Several different cells at MnROAD were built with various 
materials, mix designs, and structural designs. Two different 
asphalt binders were used during the original construction. The 
sections have all shown various degrees of low-temperature 
cracking. In general, the cells with stiffer binder experienced 
a higher number and greater severity of thermal cracks than 
those with the softer binder. The ride quality of the pavements 

has been adversely affected by the deterioration of the low-
temperature cracks.

In 1999, three cells were reconstructed on the low-volume 
road (LVR) as a study specifically examining low-temperature 
cracking. These sections were designed using the exact same 
Superpave mix design except for the asphalt binder type, 
which differed at the low-temperature performance grade. 
After several years in service, these sections have begun to 
show marked differences in performance.

Mechanistic-Empirical Design
In MnROAD’s first 10 years of operation, data and road research 
from the facility have contributed to many issues in pave-
ment engineering. In particular, MnROAD made its greatest 
contribution in the field of mechanistic-empirical (ME) design. 
MnROAD’s data have been used to calibrate and verify a 
number of pavement design guides, including MnPave, an ME 
design program created by MnROAD engineers and adopted 
by Mn/DOT. In addition, the use of MnROAD data as input into 
existing design methods has exposed some of the inadequacies 
of commonly used design methods.

Now in its 13th year of operations, the Minnesota 
Road Research Facility (MnROAD) has made 
important contributions to the understanding of 
pavement design and performance. The new report 
MnROAD Lessons Learned, one of the first TERRA-
initiated research projects, highlights many of these 
contributions.

MnROAD Lessons Learned was prepared by civil 
engineering associate professor Lev Khazanovich and 
Derek Tompkins, associate director of the University 
of Minnesota’s Pavement Research Institute. 
Khazanovich is a leading pavement researcher who 
has directed numerous innovative research projects 
focusing on portland cement concrete and hot-mix 
asphalt.

Joint sealing, thin and ultra-thin whitetopping, 
and the effects of temperature on cracking and wear 
have proven to be among the most fruitful areas for 
MnROAD research. In addition, engineers and pave-
ment researchers working at MnROAD have gained 

a wealth of knowledge about how to successfully 
instrument and monitor pavement sections for long-
term data gathering.

The full report MnROAD Lessons Learned is avail-
able on the TERRA Projects page of the TERRA 
Web site at www.terraroadalliance.org.

MnROAD research highlights

MnROAD Lessons Learned
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Member and Partner Engagement

There are three ways organizations can work with TERRA to 
advance road research:

1.  Join TERRA by making a commitment of resources over a 
sustained period of time. With membership on the TERRA 
Board, an organization will have the opportunity to define 
research needs of members, choose high-priority poten-
tial projects, solicit research funds and project funding 
partners, participate in planning the reconstruction of the 
Mn/ROAD test facility, and sponsor marketing, communi-

cations, and outreach activities for member organizations 
on research results and implementation.

2.  Partner with TERRA as a participant in specific research 
projects. As TERRA grows, the board is seeking to bring 
together stakeholders from industry, government, and 
academia to join in projects initiated by TERRA members.

3.  Become a Friend of TERRA and receive periodic updates 
on TERRA activities, new research opportunities, and 
research findings.

Strategic Direction: Expand productive research partnerships

The collaborative, entrepreneurial approach to pavement and 
road research at TERRA offers many benefits. TERRA provides 
a framework for unprecedented collaboration among diverse 

stakeholder groups. The TERRA approach encourages new ways 
of thinking about research problems—emphasizing partnership and 
cooperation to address the large-scale challenges before engineers and 
policymakers. 

TERRA has initiated an annual process for collecting 
project ideas from partners and friends.

TERRA works closely with government, industry, 
and academia in a dynamic partnership to advance 
innovations in road engineering and construction. 
This new annual process is a mechanism for TERRA 
to gather project ideas from partners and friends. 
TERRA members, as a benefit of membership, may 
offer ideas anytime.

This year, TERRA received two project ideas, both 
of which have generated significant interest among 
board members. Following a presentation about 
each, the TERRA Board referred both to the research 
committee for further development. “Demonstrating 
the Asphalt Anti-Oxidant Benefits of Bio-Energy 
Co-Products” proposes to examine bio-energy co-
products as an alternative to using crude-oil-based 
products in asphalt materials. “Stabilized Full-Depth 
Reclamation” seeks to develop stronger recycled base 
materials so roads can use a thinner bituminous over-
lay and, as a result, incur lower life-cycle costs.

Project ideas may be shared with the TERRA 

Board via the TERRA Project Proposal Form on the 
TERRA Projects Web page at www.terraroadalliance 
.org/projects_initiatives.

A unique, one-time process also was developed 
for TERRA to evaluate the priorities for MnROAD 
reconstruction using Federal State Planning and 
Research (SPR) funds. The special process was 
necessary because of Minnesota Department of 
Transportation (Mn/DOT) and Federal Highway 
Administration (FHWA) requirements to qualify for 
SPR funds. During its quest for dedicated federal 
funding of the MnROAD reconstruction and research 
priorities in Fall 2006, Mn/DOT had identified the 
unspent federal SPR funds as an option for MnROAD 
reconstruction and other research initiatives.

The MnROAD Reconstruction Selection Process 
built upon the original research ideas developed and 
prioritized by the TERRA Research Committee. This 
process generated solicitations for 12 pooled-fund 
research projects to accompany reconstruction. In ad-
dition, partnerships were developed on specific topics 
of interest, along with projects initiated by Mn/DOT. 

Getting involved

Project screening process
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Partner organizations

Public–private partnerships and intergovernmental collaboration are 
TERRA cornerstones. The three main categories of stakeholders 
represented within TERRA are transportation agencies, private-sector 
industry, and academic institutions.

TERRA has collaborated with the following organizations to build 
dynamic research and funding partnerships that seek to produce inno-
vative results in road engineering and construction:

California Department of Transportation  
Connecticut Department of Transportation
Cold Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory (CRREL) 
Grooving and Grinding Association 
Idaho Department of Transportation
Illinois Department of Transportation 
Innophos 
Iowa Department of Transportation
Kansas Department of Transportation
Maryland Department of Transportation
Massachusetts Department of Transportation
United States Department of Energy

Minnesota Department of Natural Resources 
New York Department of Transportation
North Dakota Department of Transportation
NRRI
Ohio Department of Transportation
Pennsylvania Department of Transportation
Texas Department of Transportation
United States Forest Service 
Vermont Department of Transportation
Washington Department of Transportation
Wisconsin Department of Transportation 
Western Research Institute (WRI) 
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Communications and Outreach Activities

TERRA Web site

In mid-2006, TERRA launched its Web site, www.terraroadalliance.org, 
featuring information on the organization and its activities. During the 
past year, the site had more than 1,700 visitors.

The TERRA Web site contains descriptions of TERRA-initiated 
research projects and links to a wide range of research activities car-
ried out by member and partner organizations. It also provides detailed 
information about partnering with TERRA.

Strategic Direction: Communicate transportation engineering and road research activities, benefits, and results

TERRA has developed several ways to communicate with a vari-
ety of audiences worldwide. In addition, TERRA is continually 
seeking new ways to engage stakeholders in a dialogue on road 

research and implementation activities, and to solicit input on future 
research needs.

TERRA E-News
TERRA created TERRA E-News, a quarterly electronic newsletter, as 
another way to share information about research, activities, and events 
with the members of TERRA and others interested in transportation 
research. Since the first issue in January 2007, TERRA E-News has at-
tracted 631 subscribers. The current issue of TERRA E-News, subscrip-
tion information, and an archive of past issues are on the TERRA Web 
site at www.terraroadalliance.org.

TR News feature article

The March-April 2007 issue of TR News ( #249) highlighted TERRA 
for its unique work with public and private partnerships to advance 
new technical capabilities, a new governance structure, and new 
transportation research. “The Transportation Engineering and Road 
Research Alliance: Partnering to Advance Pavement and Road-Related 
Research,” written by founding TERRA members Richard Stehr and 
Fred Corrigan (TERRA co-chair), discussed the innovative relation-
ship among TERRA stakeholders on a state, national, and international 
scale. The five-page feature article also outlines TERRA’s formation 
and activities, from the successful implementation of the alliance built 
around MnROAD to the most recent national and international road re-
search. TR News, published bimonthly by the Transportation Research 
Board (TRB), features articles on innovative and timely research and 
development activities in all modes of transportation.
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TERRA Innovation Series

TERRA is introducing a series of transportation engineering and road 
research events to communicate TERRA activities, innovations, and 
products through knowledge transfer, exchange, and demonstration. 
The TERRA Innovation Series has a technical focus and addresses 
research results, trends that affect or improve productivity, innovative 
partnering and contracting models, and hot topics that may lead to 
new research related to TERRA priorities.

TERRA members, partners, and friends will be invited to attend 
each event, held in Minnesota and other TERRA member states. The 
events are advertised on the TERRA Web site, in TERRA E-News, and 
through electronic announcements.

The first TERRA Innovation Series event, planned for 2007, high-
lights innovations used on the Minnesota Trunk Highway 36 recon-
struction project.



For information about working with TERRA, please contact any 
TERRA Board member representative or the key staff leaders: 

Laurie McGinnis, Associate Director, Center for Transportation 
Studies, University of Minnesota  612-625-3019,  
mcgin001@cts.umn.edu

Maureen Jensen, Manager, Road Research Section, Office of 
Materials, Minnesota Department of Transportation, 651-779-5681, 
maureen.jensen@dot.state.mn.us
 
Transportation Engineering and Road Research Alliance (TERRA)
www.terraroadalliance.umn.edu

Partnering for Roadway Innovation


